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CLIMATE GEOENGINEERING

“Deliberate large-scale
manipulation of the planetary
environment to counteract
anthropogenic climate change”
•
•

Technological imaginaries
Heterogeneous practices

METHODS - HOW MIGHT WE DO IT?
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
“EXTREME MITIGATION”

SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT
“EXTREME ADAPTATION”

OCEAN FERTILIZATION

STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

AIR CAPTURE

SPACE MIRRORS

EARTH
SYSTEMS
ENHANCEMENT

BLACKBOX
ENGINEERING

NOT ENTIRELY NOVEL
•
•
•
•
•

James Pollard Espy “the Storm King” 1840s
Rain follows the plow (US & Australia) late 19th C
Cloud seeding 1940s onwards
1965 US President's
P id t' Science
S i
Advisory
Ad i
Committee
C
itt
So why now?

HOW MIGHT GEOENGINEERING HELP?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical fix to sidestep mitigation impasse
Imagined absence of incumbents
Concern to avoid possible “tipping points” – shave peaks
Counteract loss of masking of warming by existing aerosols
Tackling non-point source emissions
T scare people
To
l iinto
t renewed
d mitigation
iti ti efforts
ff t
Commercial potential for new industries & services
Generally seen as a complement, not a substitute, for conventional
adaptation & mitigation
Recognition of impossibility of meeting temperature stabilization
goals through mitigation alone

LOSING THE BATTLE FOR EMISSIONS
REDUCTIONS (source IPCC)

IPCC PROJECTIONS OVER-OPTIMISTIC
((source R Pielke Jr))

THE TRUTH IS SINKING IN
•

•

•

“A 50% probability of limiting 21ST Century warming to 2C requires
large amounts of negative emissions to remove CO2 from the
atmosphere” – IPCC 2011
atmosphere
“To achieve such negative emissions implies a need to apply new
and often unproven technologies at a significant scale” – UNEP
2012
But, there are real questions about whether CDR technologies can
be scaled up
p in time to achieve these g
goals – SRM p
promises high
g
leverage and fast acting impacts, but seems to be more problematic

GEOENGINEERING PARADOX
•
•
•

Technically easiest and fast-acting may be most difficult to govern
Easiest to govern seem likely to be most distant from effective largescale deployment
Definitional politics
Hard cases make bad law –
focusing on SRM may not create
valid
lid precedents
d t

CONCERNS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical feasibility
S l bilit
Scalability
Timing
Costs & financing
Unintended consequences
Moral hazard & slippery slope
Technical & economic lock-in
Public acceptability
Go ernance & reg
Governance
regulation
lation

THE COLLINGRIDGE TEST
•

•
•

Impossibility of anticipating
f t
future
form
f
off an emerging
i
technology
Tendency
y to “appraisal
pp
optimism” (CCS)
Solution is flexibility &
corrigibility by avoiding
Technological monoculture
– Capital intensiveness
– Long lead times
– Hubristic claims
– etc.

VOICIFEROUS OPPOSITION
•
•
•

“Geoengineering is insane” – David Suzuki
“It's, dare I say the word, fascist” – David Attenborough
“Geopiracy”
Geopiracy – ETC Group

COMPATIBILITY WITH DEMOCRACY
•
•
•
•

•

Emerging discourse in STS around SRM
Curiously “essentialist” about the technological “imaginary” of SRM
Intellectually parochial concept of democracy as local & participatory
Implicitly compares world with SRM to an ideal democratic state with
effective mitigation rather than to a democratically imperfect
(warming) world without SRM
But does raise legitimate issues of consent & highlights institutional
arrangements

SOME SPECIFICALLY ETHICAL DIMENSIONS
•
•
•

Role of intentionality in history and experimentation
Ethics of terraforming and the standing of non-human nature
Issues of Trust , Liability, and Consent

TRUST
•
•

•

Confidence in both technical competence (science) and behavioural
integrity (politics)
Can we ever know enough about earth systems & complex
t h l i l ttrajectories
technological
j t i tto b
be confident
fid t th
thatt we are acting
ti
prudentially?
Different constituencies ((institutions, cultures, etc)) invest trust in veryy
different forms of authority
– Hierarchies/bureaucracies trust well-tried routines and rules
– Competitive/market
Competiti e/market contexts
conte ts look to those with
ith “the right stuff”
st ff”
– Egalitarian/collectivist contexts favour public deliberative
mechanisms

LIABILITY
•
•
•
•

Who pays if something goes wrong? How to decide? Rawls or
Coase?
Who pays even if all goes well? Are costs of geoengineering part of
a historical
hi t i l liability
li bilit ffor climate
li t change?
h
?
Is there liability for unforeseen events?
Different constituencies (institutions, cultures, etc) favour different
approaches
– Hierarchies/bureaucracies look for “deep pocket” solutions
– Competitive/market contexts favour loss spreading through
insurance
– Egalitarian/collectivist contexts insist on strict liability

CONSENT
•
•
•

What consent is required & from whom?
Concern about unilateral implementation
Different constituencies (institutions, cultures, etc) favour different
approaches
– Hierarchies/bureaucracies accept hypothetical consent
– Competitive/market contexts accept revealed preferences
– Egalitarian/collectivist contexts insist on explicit consent: gives
rise to particular problems with intergenerational risk

THE ROYAL SOCIETY
CONCLUDED
“The acceptability of geoengineering will be determined as much by
social, legal and political issues as by scientific and technical
factors. There are serious and complex governance issues which
need to be resolved.”

RECOMENDED
“The
The development and implementation of governance frameworks to
guide both the research and development...and possible
deployment.”

A FLEXIBLE GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE
•
•

A few (certainly less than 10) key guiding principles
- Establish key societal goals and concerns, the “non-negotiables”
More-flexible technology-specific research protocols
– Take
T k accountt off specific
ifi technology
t h l
characteristics
h
t i ti & stage
t
off
development

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
•
•
•
•

Applicable to highly heterogeneous range of technologies
Apply to all research stages through to initial deployment
Recognize distinction between activities with potential
transboundary impacts and those that do not
Could be implemented through existing national structures for R&D
funding & regulation

OXFORD PRINCIPLES
•

•
•

Submitted to UK Commons S&T Committee Enquiry
– Geoengineering to be treated as a public good
– Public participation in decision making
– Disclosure of geoengineering research & open publication of
results
– Independent assessment of impacts
– Governance arrangements to be clear before deployment
Endorsed by
y S&T Committee & by
y UK Government in official
response
Picked up (in modified language) by 2011 Asilomar Conference

TECHNOLOGY SPECIFIC RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGY-SPECIFIC
PROTOCOLS
•
•
•
•

Applicable to highly heterogeneous range of technologies
Recognize distinction between activities with potential
transboundary impacts and those that do not
Enable regulators to address specific issues of reversibility & liability
Specific to each technology and stage of development from initial
research through to deployment

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not D
N
Dr S
Strangelove
l
– scientists
i i
overwhelmingly
h l i l reticent
i
R&D required to fully characterize technologies
Careful governance is required for research through implementation
Unencapsulated & transborder technologies require particular
attention
Beware hubristic claims
Ethical issues will be highly contested
Ultimately technologies will not be
Ultimately,
employed unless widely deemed safe
affordable & effective – in which case they
y
are likely to be just one component of a
climate response portfolio

